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Professional Xen VirtualizationWrox Press, 2008
Xen is an open source virtualization technology that allows multiple operating systems to run on a single physical computer system, providing cost savings and increased efficiency. This book presents you with a complete foundation on this exciting technology and shows you how Xen virtualization offers faster response times for new server and...

		

Frontiers of High Performance Computing and Networking  ISPA 2006 Workshops: ISPA 2006 International Workshops FHPCN, XHPC, S-GRACE, GridGIS, HPC-GTPSpringer, 2007
This book constitutes the refereed joint proceedings of ten international workshops held in conjunction with the 4th International Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Processing and Applications, ISPA 2006, held in Sorrento, Italy in December 2006 (see LNCS 4330).
The 116 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from...


		

Linux Kernel Networking: Implementation and Theory (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2013

	Linux Kernel Networking takes you on a guided in-depth tour of the current Linux networking implementation and the theory behind it. Linux kernel networking is a complex topic, so the book won't burden you with topics not directly related to networking. This book will also not overload you with cumbersome line-by-line code...






		

OpenNebula 3 Cloud ComputingPackt Publishing, 2012

	OpenNebula is one of the most advanced and highly-scalable open source cloud computing toolkits. If you ever wanted to understand what Cloud Computing is and how to realize it, or if you need a handy way to manage your messy infrastructure in a simple and coherent manner, this is your way.


	OpenNebula 3 Cloud Computing guides you...


		

Beautiful Architecture: Leading Thinkers Reveal the Hidden Beauty in Software DesignO'Reilly, 2009
What are the ingredients of robust, elegant, flexible, and maintainable software architecture? Beautiful Architecture answers this question through a collection of intriguing essays from more than a dozen of today's leading software designers and architects. In each essay, contributors present a notable software architecture, and analyze...

		

A Practical Guide to Trusted ComputingIBM Press, 2008
Use Trusted Computing to Make PCs Safer, More Secure, and More Reliable 
 

Every year, computer security threats become more severe. Software alone can no longer adequately defend against them: what’s needed is secure hardware. The Trusted Platform Module (TPM) makes...






		

Running Xen: A Hands-On Guide to the Art of VirtualizationPrentice Hall, 2008
“This accessible and immediately useful book expertly provides the Xen community with everything it needs to know to download, build, deploy and manage Xen implementations.”
—Ian Pratt, Xen Project Leader VP Advanced Technology, Citrix Systems
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Oracle VM Manager 2.1.2Packt Publishing, 2009

	Virtualization is taking the technology world by storm and dramatically helping organizations save money. Oracle VM is free and forked from the open source Xen hypervisor, which brings down your upfront costs for an agile data center. The robust capabilities and easy-to-use web interface of Oracle VM Manager helps administrators manage their...


		

Docker Cookbook: Over 100 practical and insightful recipes to build distributed applications with Docker , 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage Docker to deploying software at scale

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage practical examples to manage containers efficiently
	
			Integrate with orchestration tools such as Kubernetes for controlled deployments
	
			Learn to implement best practices on improving...








		

Citrix XenServer 6.0 Administration Essential GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Citrix XenServer is a complete, managed server virtualization platform built on the

	Xen hypervisor. You can use XenServer for virtualizing Microsoft Windows and

	Linux servers easily and efficiently.





	XenServer is the enterprise-ready, cloud-proven virtualization platform that contains

	all the capabilities required...

		

Pro Linux High Availability ClusteringApress, 2014

	Pro Linux High Availability Clustering teaches you how to implement this fundamental Linux add-on into your business. Linux High Availability Clustering is needed to ensure the availability of mission critical resources. The technique is applied more and more in corporate datacenters around the world. While lots of documentation...


		

The Best Damn Server Virtualization Book Period: Including Vmware, Xen, and Microsoft Virtual ServerSyngress Publishing, 2007
Server Sprawl and escalating IT costs have managers and system administrators scrambling to find ways to cut costs and reduce Total Cost of Ownership of their physical infrastructure. Combining software applications onto a single server, even if those applications are from the same software vendor, can be dangerous and problems hard to...
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